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Hi Krista –
Please find the statements below that OGE provided to press inquiries today.
Please let me know if you have any additional questions or we can be of any additional assistance.
Thanks,
Shelley
From: Seth Jaffe
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 4:53 PM
To: Shelley K. Finlayson
Subject: Statement of the USOGE

Like everyone else, we were excited this morning to read the Presidentelect’s twitter feed indicating that he wants to be free of conflicts of
interest. OGE applauds that goal, which is consistent with an opinion
OGE issued in 1983. Divestiture resolves conflicts of interest in a way
that transferring control does not. We don’t know the details of their
plan, but we are willing and eager to help them with it.
The tweets that OGE posted today were responding only to the public
statement that the President-elect made on his Twitter feed about his
plans regarding conflicts of interest. OGE’s tweets were not based on
any information about the President-elect’s plans beyond what was
shared on his Twitter feed. OGE is non-partisan and does not endorse
any individual.
https://twitter.com/OfficeGovEthics
Seth Jaffe
OGE Spokesperson
OGE_rgb

Visit OGE's website: www.oge.gov
Follow OGE on Twitter: @OfficeGovEthics
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Democrats Call for Investigation of Trump’s Inquiry on DOE Climate Scientists
Citing partisan political motivations, several Senators are calling on the Office of Special
Counsel (OSC) to investigate the questionnaire the Department of Energy (DOE) received
from President-elect Donald Trump’s transition team.
Read More

finish line
The Top 5 Places to Work in the
Federal Government
The Partnership for Public Service
released its annual “Best Places to
Work” report, with NASA once again
taking the top spot.
Read More

MSPB Releases Report on Barriers to
Removal

If a subordinate employee engaged in
serious misconduct are you confident
that you would be able to remove that
employee?
Read More

Senators Scold IRS on Travel
Expenses

from the hill

Republicans emphasized the need for
IRS employees to better follow federal
guidelines
Read More

FEDtalk
Listen: Perspectives on Presidential
Transition
Missed the show? Listen now to learn
how to be a better federal leader.
Read More

case law
MSPB Whistleblower Decision Not
Supported by Substantial Evidence
In this case, the U.S. Court of Appeals
reversed a decision because it was not
supported by substantial evidence.
Read More

bill bransford helping hands

heard inside the beltway

“You can’t fix it unless you change the
civil service laws. You can’t change the
civil service laws within the normal
framework of Washington.”

leadership quote

“You can't run a government from one
single person. What instead matters is that
leadership be about gathering around
extraordinary individuals and getting the

best out of them.”
–Former Speaker of the House Newt
Gingrich. Read more in The Washington
Post: ‘Straight-out war’ on federal
bureaucracy, Gingrich urges Trump
professional liability protection

–Canadian Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau
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REGISTER NOW!

Learn the status of insurance coverage and health status nationally as well the continuing regulatory
challenges with or without the Affordable Care Act (ACA).
Price: $89 to $129 (3.0 Credit Hours)
Faculty:
H. Guy Collier, McDermott Will & Emery
Sara Rosenbaum, George Washington University School of Public Health and Health
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Dear Nelson,

ADVISORY BOARD

During the transition, one of President-elect Donald Trump’s Joshua Bolten
key activities is to identify qualified talent for his
Former White House Chief of
administration. He will need to make 4,000 political
Staff to President George W.
appointments, including 1,100 individuals requiring Senate Bush
confirmation who will be responsible for creating and
Clay Johnson
implementing the policies that will shape our country for
years to come. Historically, the appointment and confirmation Former Executive Director,
process has been done slowly and poorly, and administrations Bush-Cheney Presidential
Transition
have been plagued by long-standing vacancies that have
impeded government effectiveness.
Ted Kaufman
Former Senator
In "Donald Trump is now hiring," the New York Times
Advisor, Obama-Biden
editorial board calls on the president-elect and his team to
Transition Project
have his White House staff and top 100 agency leaders in
place by inauguration. The piece also notes that an additional
300 Senate-confirmed jobs should be filled by the start of the Michael Leavitt
Former Governor of Utah
August congressional recess. These are two goals that the
Former Chairman, Romney
Partnership for Public Service’s Center for Presidential
Transition has recommended to the president-elect’s transitionReadiness Project
team.
Thomas “Mack” McLarty
Please visit presidentialtransition.org to learn more about the Former Chief of Staff to
work of the Center and how we are ensuring that the transfer President
Bill Clinton
of power on January 20 is organized, well-planned and
worthy of the American people.

Donna Shalala

Best wishes,

Former Secretary, U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Services

Max Stier
For more information about the Center for Presidential
Transition, please register today for our weekly newsletter.
SUBSCRIBE
The Partnership’s presidential transition work is made possible with support from
The Boston Consulting Group and the following companies and foundations: Accenture, the
Laura and John Arnold Foundation, Deloitte, the Ford Foundation, the IBM Center for the
Business of Government, McKinsey & Company, PricewaterhouseCoopers, and the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund.
Partnership for Public Service
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Thanks
From: Shelley K. Finlayson [mailto:skfinlay@oge.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 4:57 PM
To: Cabaniss, Dale (Appropriations)
Subject: FW: Statement of the USOGE

Hi Dale –
Please find below the statements OGE provided in response to press inquiries today. Please let me
know if you have additional questions or we can be of additional assistance.
Thanks,
Shelley
From: Seth Jaffe
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 4:53 PM
To: Shelley K. Finlayson
Subject: Statement of the USOGE

Like everyone else, we were excited this morning to read the Presidentelect’s twitter feed indicating that he wants to be free of conflicts of
interest. OGE applauds that goal, which is consistent with an opinion
OGE issued in 1983. Divestiture resolves conflicts of interest in a way
that transferring control does not. We don’t know the details of their
plan, but we are willing and eager to help them with it.
The tweets that OGE posted today were responding only to the public
statement that the President-elect made on his Twitter feed about his
plans regarding conflicts of interest. OGE’s tweets were not based on
any information about the President-elect’s plans beyond what was
shared on his Twitter feed. OGE is non-partisan and does not endorse
any individual.
https://twitter.com/OfficeGovEthics
Seth Jaffe
OGE Spokesperson
OGE_rgb

Visit OGE's website: www.oge.gov
Follow OGE on Twitter: @OfficeGovEthics

OGE Confidential Notice: This email, including all attachments, may constitute a Federal
record or other Government property that is intended only for the use of the individual or
entity to which it is addressed. This email also may contain information that is privileged,
confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the transmission to the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, copying or use
of this email or its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error,
please notify the sender by responding to the email and then immediately delete the email.

Remarks of Walter M. Shaub, Jr., Director, U.S. Office of Government Ethics,
as prepared for delivery at 4:00 p.m. on January 11, 2017, at the Brookings Institution

I wish circumstances were different and I didn’t feel the need to make public remarks today. You don’t
hear about ethics when things are going well. You’ve been hearing a lot about ethics lately.
I need to talk about ethics today because the plan the President-elect has announced doesn’t meet the
standards that the best of his nominees are meeting and that every President in the past four decades has met.
My hope is that, if the Office of Government Ethics can provide some constructive feedback on his plan, he
may choose to make adjustments that will resolve his conflicts of interest.
I’ll limit the scope of my remarks today, and I won’t be talking about nominees whose ethics packages
have not gone to the Senate. With that limitation, there’s still much that can be said. For starters, I’m happy to
report that it’s not all bad news. OGE has been able to do good work during this Presidential transition. I’m
especially proud of the ethics agreement we developed for the intended nominee for Secretary of State, Rex
Tillerson.
Mr. Tillerson is making a clean break from Exxon. He’s also forfeiting bonus payments worth millions.
As a result of OGE’s work, he’s now free of financial conflicts of interest. His ethics agreement serves as a
sterling model for what we’d like to see with other nominees. He clearly recognizes that public service
sometimes comes at a cost. The greater the authority entrusted in a government official, the greater the potential
for conflicts of interest. That’s why the cost is often greater the higher up you go.
We’ve had similar success with some of the President-elect’s other intended nominees. Some of them
haven’t quite gotten there yet, as I explained in recent letters to the Senate. But with an example like
Mr. Tillerson’s ethics agreement, I anticipate we’ll get them there, too. In connection with this work, it’s
important to recognize that OGE is not the enforcement mechanism but the prevention mechanism. OGE is nonpartisan and does its work independently. Our goal—our reason for existing—is to guard the executive branch
against conflicts of interest.
We can’t risk creating the perception that government leaders would use their official positions for
profit. That’s why I was glad in November when the President-elect tweeted that he wanted to, as he put it, “in
no way have a conflict of interest” with his businesses. Unfortunately, his current plan cannot achieve that goal.
It’s easy to see that the current plan does not achieve anything like the clean break Rex Tillerson is
making from Exxon. Stepping back from running his business is meaningless from a conflict of interest
perspective. The Presidency is a full-time job and he would’ve had to step back anyway. The idea of setting up
a trust to hold his operating businesses adds nothing to the equation. This is not a blind trust—it’s not even
close.
I think Politico called this a “half-blind” trust, but it’s not even halfway blind. The only thing this has in
common with a blind trust is the label, “trust.” His sons are still running the businesses, and, of course, he
knows what he owns. His own attorney said today that he can’t “un-know” that he owns Trump tower. The
same is true of his other holdings. The idea of limiting direct communication about the business is wholly
inadequate. That’s not how a blind trust works. There’s not supposed to be any information at all.
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Here too, his attorney said something important today. She said he’ll know about a deal if he reads it in
the paper or sees in on TV. That wouldn’t happen with a blind trust. In addition, the notion that there won’t be
new deals doesn’t solve the problem of all the existing deals and businesses. The enormous stack of documents
on the stage when he spoke shows just how many deals and businesses there are.
I was especially troubled by the statement that the incoming administration is going to demand that OGE
approve a diversified portfolio of assets. No one has ever talked to us about that idea, and there’s no legal
mechanism to do that. Instead, Congress set up OGE’s blind trust program under the Ethics in Government Act.
Under that law anyone who wants a blind trust has to work with OGE from the start, but OGE has been left out
of this process. We would have told them that this arrangement fails to meet the statutory requirements.
The President-elect’s attorney justified the decision not to use a blind trust by saying that you can’t put
operating businesses in a blind trust. She’s right about that. That’s why the decision to set up this strange new
kind of trust is so perplexing. The attorney also said she feared the public might question the legitimacy of the
sale price if he divested his assets. I wish she had spoken with those of us in the government who do this for a
living. We would have reassured her that Presidential nominees in every administration agree to sell illiquid
assets all the time. Unlike the President, they have to run the gauntlet of a rigorous Senate confirmation process
where the legitimacy of their divestiture plans can be closely scrutinized. These individuals get through the
nomination process by carefully ensuring that the valuation of their companies is done according to accepted
industry standards. There’s nothing unusual about that.
For these reasons, the plan does not comport with the tradition of our Presidents over the past 40 years.
This isn’t the way the Presidency has worked since Congress passed the Ethics in Government Act in 1978 in
the immediate aftermath of the Watergate scandal. Since then, Presidents Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan,
George H.W. Bush, Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, and Barack Obama all either established blind trusts or
limited their investments to non-conflicting assets like diversified mutual funds, which are exempt under the
conflict of interest law.
Now, before anyone is too critical of the plan the President-elect announced, let’s all remember there’s
still time to build on that plan and come up with something that will resolve his conflicts of interest. In
developing the current plan, the President-elect did not have the benefit of OGE’s guidance. So, to be clear,
OGE’s primary recommendation is that he divest his conflicting financial interests. Nothing short of divestiture
will resolve these conflicts.
This has been my view from the start. The media covered some messages I sent the President-elect
through Twitter. While some people got what I was doing, I think some others may have missed the point. I
was trying to use the vernacular of the President-elect’s favorite social media platform to encourage him to
divest. My thinking was that more pointed language would have been too strong at a time when he was still
making up his mind. I reiterated my view in a written response to questions from the Senate, which is posted on
OGE’s website. I’ve been pursuing this issue because the ethics program starts at the top. The signals a
President sends set the tone for ethics across the executive branch. Tone from the top matters.
I’ve had the honor and great privilege of serving as Director of the Office of Government Ethics for four
years now. But I’ve been in ethics for much longer than that, having come up through the ranks as a career
government ethics official. Over the years, I’ve worked closely with countless officials in administrations of
both major parties. Ethics has no party.
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The job hasn’t always been easy, though, especially when I’ve had to ask nominees and appointees to
take painful steps to avoid conflicts of interest. I can’t count the number of times I’ve delivered the bad news
that they needed to divest assets, break open trusts, and dissolve businesses. Most of these individuals have
worked with us in good faith. Their basic patriotism usually prevails, as they agree to set aside their personal
interests to serve their country’s interests. Sometimes these individuals have required more persuasion, but
every OGE Director has been buoyed by the unwavering example of Presidents who resolved their own
conflicts of interest.
As I said, every President in modern times has taken the strong medicine of divestiture. This means
OGE Directors could always point to the President as a model. They could also rely on the President’s implicit
assurance of support if anyone balked at doing what OGE asked them to do. Officials in any administration
need their President to show ethics matters, not only through words but also through deeds. This is vitally
important if we’re going to have any kind of ethics program.
Now, some have said that the President can’t have a conflict of interest, but that is quite obviously not
true. I think the most charitable way to understand such statements is that they are referring to a particular
conflict of interest law that doesn’t apply to the President. That law, 18 U.S.C. § 208, bars federal employees
from participating in particular matters affecting their financial interests. Employees comply with that law by
“recusing,” which is a lawyerly way of saying they have stay out of things affecting their financial interests. If
they can’t stay out of these things, they have to sell off their assets or get a waiver. That’s what Presidential
appointees do. But Congress understood that a President can’t recuse without depriving the American people of
the services of their leader. That’s the reason why the law doesn’t apply to the President.
Common sense dictates that a President can, of course, have very real conflicts of interest. A conflict of
interest is anything that creates an incentive to put your own interests before the interests of the people you
serve. The Supreme Court has written that a conflict of interest is, and I’m quoting here, “an evil which
endangers the very fabric of a democratic society, for a democracy is effective only if the people have faith in
those who govern, and that faith is bound to be shattered when high officials and their appointees engage in
activities which arouse suspicions of corruption.”
That same Court referred to what it called a “moral principle” underlying concerns about conflicts of
interest. The Court cited, and I’m quoting again, “the Biblical admonition that no man may serve two masters, a
maxim which is especially pertinent if one of the masters happens to economic self-interest.” A President is no
more immune to the influence of two masters than any subordinate official. In fact, our common experience of
human affairs suggests that the potential for corruption only grows with the increase of power.
For this reason, it’s been the consistent policy of the executive branch that the President should act as
though the financial conflict of interest law applied. One of my tweets and my letter to Congress cited an OGE
opinion issued during the Reagan administration that articulated this very policy.
Back when he was working for the Justice Department, the late Antonin Scalia also wrote an opinion
declaring that a President should avoid engaging in conduct prohibited by the government’s ethics regulations,
even if they don’t apply. Justice Scalia warned us that there would be consequences if a President ever failed to
adhere to the same standards that apply to lower level officials. The sheer obviousness of Justice Scalia’s words
becomes apparent if you just ask yourself one question: Should a President hold himself to a lower standard
than his own appointees?
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I appreciate that divestiture can be costly. But the President-elect would not be alone in making that
sacrifice. I’ve been involved in just about every Presidential nomination in the past 10 years. I also have been
involved in the ethics review of Presidents, Vice Presidents, and most top White House officials. I’ve seen the
sacrifices that these individuals have had to make.
It’s important to understand that the President is now entering the world of public service. He’s going to
be asking his own appointees to make sacrifices. He’s going to be asking our men and women in uniform to risk
their lives in conflicts around the world. So, no, I don’t think divestiture is too high a price to pay to be the
President of the United States of America.
As we all know, one of the things that make America truly great is its system for preventing public
corruption. For a long time now, OGE has helped developing countries set up their own systems for detecting
and preventing conflicts of interest. Our executive branch ethics program is considered the gold standard
internationally and has served as a model for the world. But that program starts with the Office of the President.
The President-elect must show those in government—and those coming into government after his
inauguration—that ethics matters.
All of this is to say there are reasons why experts and others are expressing concern. These calls for
divestiture have been bipartisan. You have the examples of President Obama’s ethics counsel, Norm Eisen, and
President Bush’s ethics counsel, Richard Painter. The conservative Wall Street Journal recommended
divestiture. So did conservative columnist Peggy Noonan.
It’s plain to see that none of this reflects any partisan motivation. All you have to do is imagine what
will happen if the President-elect takes this advice and divests. He’ll be stronger. He’ll have a better chance of
succeeding. So will the ethics program and the government as a whole. And, in turn, America will have a better
chance of succeeding. We should all want that. I know I want that.
In closing, I would just like to add that I’m happy to offer my assistance and the assistance of my staff.
Thank you.
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